Inexpensive DNA sequencing and advances in genome editing have made computational analysis a major rate-limiting step in adaptive laboratory evolution and microbial genome engineering. We describe Millstone, a web-based platform which automates genotype comparison and 15 visualization for projects with up to hundreds of genomic samples. To enable iterative genome engineering, Millstone allows users to design oligonucleotide libraries and create successive versions of reference genomes. Millstone is open source and easily deployable to a cloud platform, local cluster, or desktop, making it a scalable solution for any lab.
Background
Microbial populations can harbor a staggering amount of genomic diversity, enabling them to evolve and adapt to diverse environments. Adaptive laboratory evolution uses this process to generate strains that are useful for biotechnology or for answering fundamental biological questions (Dragosits 25 and Mattanovich 2013). In addition to harnessing natural variation, biologists can generate targeted genomic diversity in a population of cells and then screen or select for phenotypes of interest (Wang et al. 2009 ). The decreasing cost of reading and writing microbial genomes has made it possible to generate billions of combinatorial genomic variants per day at specific loci (Wang et al. 2009; Isaacs et al. 2011; Jiang et al. 2013) and to sequence entire E. coli genomes for less than 25 USD 30 per sample (Baym et al. 2015; Shapland et al. 2015) (Supplementary Note 1) .
Computational analysis is increasingly a bottleneck when mapping whole-genome data to phenotypes across many samples. Going from raw DNA sequencing reads to annotated variants requires the integration of a large number of disparate tools, usually assembled into an ad hoc pipeline by individual labs and followed by time-intensive manual confirmation of variants. There remains a 35 critical need for an integrated solution capable of comparative analysis among multiple genomes and supporting interactive querying and data visualization, collaboration, genome versioning, and the design of additional mutations or reversions ( Supplementary Table 1 , Supplementary Note 2).
To address this need, we developed Millstone, a web-based software platform that supports an 40 iterative process of multiplex mutation analysis and genome engineering. Millstone automates read alignment and variant calling using a hybrid reference-based and de novo assembly approach, then allows researchers to explore and compare mutations among genomic samples, and finally creates updated reference genomes and designs new genomic edits for subsequent rounds of experiments ( Fig. 1a) . Serving as both a genomics pipeline and a platform for exploring Millstone, a researcher uploads a reference genome and next-generation sequencing reads for many individual genomic clones, for example from long-term evolution or targeted genome editing. Millstone performs alignment and variant calling for both single nucleotide variants and structural variation and then assigns predicted effects based on reference genome annotations. A unified data model stores sample genotype, phenotype, and variant annotation data. Variants can then be queried, filtered, and grouped into sets for export, triage, and analysis. These variant sets can be used to design oligonucleotides to recreate or revert mutations of interest, or used to generate new versions of the reference genome. (b) A combined screenshot of the Millstone analysis and alignment visualization views (condensed and cropped for clarity). A custom query language allows searching and filtering over the data. As variant calls sometimes require visual inspection and comparison, Millstone's variant analysis view provides programmatically-generated links to visualizations of the relevant read alignments in JBrowse (Skinner et al. 2009 ). whole-genome sequencing data, Millstone provides a powerful user-friendly interface that allows researchers to investigate individual variants through interactive filtering and alignment visualization ( Fig. 1b) .
Results
Millstone was built in response to challenges encountered during the construction of the genomi- Fig. 2a, green) . We 55 sequenced 68 intermediate clones to confirm the designed changes but our initial analyses were slow, error-prone, and lacked the ability to visualize and compare evidence for mutations among samples. Millstone solved these issues, allowing us to identify and track the 3127 designed and offtarget mutations across all strains. Finally, by iteratively applying mutations directly to the initial reference genome and re-aligning reads, Millstone allowed us to generate a new C321.∆A refer-60 ence sequence which incorporated 355 additional off-target mutations that had accumulated during strain construction. (Fig. 2a , green and orange).
Millstone's ability to rapidly generate clonal genotypes from whole genome sequencing reads enabled a follow-up project to improve the fitness of the GRO. The final strain from Lajoie et al. demonstrated incorporation of proteins containing non-standard amino acids, but suffered from 65 an impaired growth phenotype, which we hypothesized was due to a subset of the 355 off-target mutations. We developed an iterative method for systematically optimizing strain fitness through predictive modeling and multiplex testing of reversions (Kuznetsov et al., submitted) 5 was used throughout this process: first, to rank high-effect candidates for reversion, then to design oligonucleotides for MAGE, and finally to report variants from whole genome sequencing of 96 70 edited clones ( Fig. 2a, orange) . Once the final subset of effective reversions was identified and used to construct a faster-growing GRO, Millstone was also used to produce a final reference genome for the improved strain.
Millstone's de novo assembly and genotype comparison features were crucial in a project to engineer a biocontained version of the GRO which is dependent on a non-standard amino acid 75 (nsAA) for survival (Mandell et al. 2015) . A major challenge in engineering biocontainment, and in selection more generally, is diagnosis of escape mechanisms. In Mandell et al., plating of early versions of the biocontained GRO on non-permissive media revealed individual clones that could survive without the essential nsAA. We performed whole genome sequencing on 11 escapee clones and several controls and used Millstone to identify loci enriched for mutations across escapees.
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This led to the discovery and validation of two primary mechanisms of escape: a single off-target nonsynonymous mutation in the redesigned tyrS gene occurring in 4/11 clones and disruption of the lon protease in the remaining 7 clones. Millstone revealed several modes of lon disruption: a frameshift (1/7), nonsynonymous substitution (1/7), and insertion of a mobile element upstream of the gene (5/7) ( Fig. 2b) . To identify and precisely map these mobile elements and other structural 85 variants, Millstone combines a local de novo re-assembly approach with coverage-based deletion calling ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Rapid analysis of escapee clones allowed us to identify and validate the key mechanisms of escape from biocontainment, so that further modifications lowered escape rates by at least 5 orders of magnitude (undetectable escape with detection limit 2.2e-12 escapees per c.f.u.). (Mandell et al. 2015) .
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Millstone can also be used to analyze genomic variation in samples undergoing adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE). In Tenaillon et al. (Tenaillon et al. 2012) , 115 lines of E. coli were grown at 42 • C in parallel for over 2,000 generations in an attempt to identify convergent evolutionary 6 responses to this environmental challenge ( Fig. 2c) . This impressive effort required a custom sequencing analysis pipeline consisting of over half a dozen tools, followed by manual validation and 95 visual confirmation of all 1331 variants. We reanalyzed the raw data from this project in Millstone and identified 99.7% of SNVs and 98.9% of structural variants and mobile element insertions. Millstone further discovered 8 SNVs, 4 large deletions, and 2 mobile element insertions that were not reported in the original work ( Fig. 2d, Supplementary Table 2 ). On an Amazon Web Services EC2 instance, the entire process from sample upload to variant triage across all 115 strains took a 100 single day ( Supplementary Table 3 ).
Discussion
New technologies for constructing, screening, and selecting microbial genomes now allow for increasingly complex functional genomics studies and bioengineering endeavors. As the sequence constraints of the genome come into focus, the promise of designing new organisms to address 105 medical and material challenges is becoming a reality (Haimovich, Muir, and Isaacs 2015). The path forward requires rapid construction and characterization of successive versions of redesigned genomes (Hutchison et al. 2016; Ostrov et al. 2016) , and computational genome design and analysis tools will increasingly become integral to this process. Researchers who already have raw sequencing data can use Millstone to identify and explore mutations. We have reduced the barrier for other 110 labs to use Millstone by making the software deployable on Amazon Web Services (AWS Fig. 3b) . These variants are identified by a graph-traversal algorithm and converted into VCF records that are added to the variant database. Finally, Millstone was used to align, call variants, and produce a reference sequence for the final optimized strain, which contained 6 reverted alleles and 9 de novo mutations relative to the starting C321.∆A strain.
Mandell et al. Variant Comparison.
We obtained sequencing reads from the authors and uploaded and aligned them to the C321.∆A genome (described above). In addition to the 11 escapee genomes 220 on the adk.d8 and tyrS.d6 strain backgrounds, we also sequenced control clones for each background which remained dependent on the non-standard amino acid bipA, and some additional escapee clones on other nsAA-dependent backgrounds.
To identify the SNVs, including the lon and tyrS A70V mutations, we used Millstone to look for non-designed mutations which occurred only in the escapee strains and not in the bipA-dependent 225 strains. To exhaustively identify transposon insertions where only partial alignment support was available, we additionally downloaded the raw contig list from Millstone and looked for contigs with graph edges mapping from mobile elements to other genome locations. We identified junction contigs which bridge the IS186 mobile element and the lon gene in 5 strains (Supplemental Fig.   3 ).
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Data representation. Millstone stores variant, experiment sample, and evidence data across several tables in a PostgreSQL database (Supplemental Fig. 2) Millstone performs de novo assembly followed by alignment of assembled contigs back to the reference, and then uses a graph traversal algorithm to identify large insertions. Two example cases are shown where either one or two contigs are identified. These contigs are composed of reads that map to the lon locus and IS186 mobile element, indicating insertion of IS186 element at the lon locus. Finally, Millstone generates an updated reference genome reflecting the insertion. (c) A table of contigs, their sizes, and multiple reference alignments for each of the 5 samples with an IS186 insertion. (d) A new JBrowse view with the updated reference. The split and mismapping reads are gone, revealing a clean alignment in the region with the inserted IS element. The dark region indicates reads which map to multiple IS186 paralogs across the genome. 
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Supplementary Note 2: Comparison of Millstone to Other Tools
While other packages exist to solve the integration and automation of whole genome resequencing and an-310 notation, most of these tools are built for large diploid genomes, such as Homo sapiens. Here we compare features and performance between Millstone and a few other related automated genome re-sequencing tools (see also Supplementary Table 1 ).
Galaxy. Some tools, like Galaxy, allow users to create their own custom pipelines without bash scripting, and do support the creation of pipelines for microbial genomes. However, Galaxy requires that the 315 user to understand and optimize settings for each individual tool. Galaxy also does not allow visualization or interactive querying of the output, and cannot generate new reference genomes or use the output of one round of sequencing to inform the next round. Finally, because of Galaxy's one-size-fits-all nature, optimizing pipeline performance (for example, via inline compression and piping of input and output streams) is challenging.
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SPANDx. Another recent tool, SPANDx, can also perform genome resequencing for multiple strains simultaneously, but its widespread use is limited because it can only be run on UNIX computing clusters using the venerable and closed-source commercial PBS job scheduling system. SPANDx has no user interface or interactive components, and so users are required to gather the data manually and run the pipeline using a command line interface. Because we could not readily locate a PBS system to test the pipeline on, we were 325 not able to compare the output between SPANDx and Millstone.
breseq. breseq is purpose-built to perform haploid genome resequencing, and has become a standard tool for Adaptive Laboratory Evolution experiments. (Deatherage and Barrick 2014). breseq reports SNV and SV events for single genomes and provides a visualization of raw read evidence for the event. An advantage of Millstone is its ability to perform variant calling on hundreds of genomes in parallel, facilitating analysis of 330 mutation frequency across a population of clones. Millstone's JBrowse integration, data model, and querying features allow researchers to interactively filter, view, and compare genome alignments and variant data (as in Supplementary Fig. 3) .
Both breseq and Millstone use a default variant detection threshold that works well in most cases, and
Millstone complements this with an interactive search feature that allows researchers to filter variants after 335 the variant calling pipeline has been run according to characteristics including read depth, number of samples 25 with the variant, or predicted variant effect.
Millstone further supports paired-end reads, allowing for enhanced detection of structural variation, whereas breseq treats paired-end reads as single reads. Millstone can further assemble and place de novo contigs onto existing reference genomes. Millstone can be used pre-configured on Amazon Web Services 340 (AWS) and so does not require proficiency with UNIX nor the manual installation of dependencies. Millstone's user interface also automates the process of copying potentially large amounts of whole-genome data to the remote server.
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